For sustainability

"Changing is not necessary. Surviving is not compulsory" Deming

For a global competitiveness
Why?

From "Cost + Profit = Price" to,
Price - Cost = Profit

To satisfy continually increasing quality, price and delivery customer expectations
High amount of inventory

Incapability of traditional production management systems in
fulfilling customer and competitiveness expectations

Long delivery times

Lean production is based on Toyota production system philosophy.
Production of products/services, focusing customer success,
at best quality,
at lowest cost and
in shortest lead time
with highly competent and motivated people

Profit = Price - Cost
Profit = Price - Added Value - 7 WASTES
Cost = Added Value + 7 WASTES

Lean
Production
in Toyota
Toyota
Model

1. Philosophy

Long term
thinking

2. Processes

Eliminating
wastes
Respecting,
İmprovement,
Training

3. Workers
and Suppliers

Continuous
improvement
and learning

4. Problem
Solving

Lean
Production
is:

An
operational
excellence

in respectful and
confident working
environment
by participation of
workers

to achieve:
best quality ,
lowest cost and
shortest lead time

based on slow
and continuous
change
management
strategy
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at

to produce a
value
(product/
service)

just in time
ordered amount
the shortest time
the best quality

with
higher
flexibility

as small parties
with high diversity

with lower
sources

-

inventory
Work
Machinery
Work space etc.

with lower defects/ rejects
In all departments of
the company including
sales, accounting, HR,
production etc.

All actions of
business, from
order to
delivery

İncluding suppliers
and costumers

By eliminating of 7+3 wastes
continuously in every actions
By achieving shorter and continuous process flow

LEAN PRODUCTİON:
INTRODUCTION
Lean
Production
is:

By simplification and improving all (value
adding) actions/processes

Kaizen
(Continuous
improvement and
learning)
to achieve:
best quality ,
lowest price and
shortest lead time

Value

By continuously decreasing delivery times
By continuously improving quality of product
By using lean problem description and solving
tools at worker basis
By highly motivated, highly competent,
highly trained (capable of every job in the
production), workers with the support and
leadership of management

Satisfaction of customer requirements
1. Overproduction
2. Unnecessary inventory

Value Flow

From order to payment,
all actions and processes
working without waste and
transporting "value" to customer

3. Rework/Defects/rejects
7 wastes

4. Unnecessary movement
5. Waiting (Worker, Machinery)
6. Unnecessary transportation
7. Overprocessing

Continuous
Flow
Lean Principles

Pull System

Kazien:
Continuous
improvement ,
Problem Solving,
Excellence

Flow in the system without constraints
and without interruption
At customer's order rate

Learning from mistakes,
understanding problem
with right questions:
- 5 Why's
- Gempa:
Reviewing in place

Proses
kaizen

7 wastes,
Standardized work.
SMED,
OEE,
TPM,
Value flow map
Cell production

Process
Kaizen

Pull system
Heijunka (Production planning)
Kanban (Production order)

System
Kaizen

Fiber machinery with JİKODA
(Stops automatically when there is
a mistakes)

1902

Tarihçesi

1938
1949

Lean production system

Toyota started JİT : Just in Time Production
Toyota started eliminating 7 wastes and using Kanban by Taiichi Ohno
Toyota started to use 5 WHY's to find root causes

1979

Toyota production system translated to english

1990

Dr. James Womack published the book "Machine Changed the World" which introduced "Lean" term
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http://www.implement-lean-manufacturing.com/lean-road-map.html
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"introduction to lean" http://www.gembaacademy.com
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